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Passing ont of this long hall, we enter a smaller' one de-
scribed by Dr. Edwards as the Inscription Gallery. Here
we find a very miscellaneous collection—mummies from
Egypt, Armenian tombstones from Behar, and a number
of Mohammedan inscriptions from Gaur and elsewhere.
Returning .to the long hall, we find in the recesses to our
left, first of all Brahmanical sculptures from Java, n then
a recess devoted to Jain sculptures, and then recesses
fitted with Brahmanical figures, and casts from ruined
temples from the city of Bhuvaneswar in Orissa.
Hitherto, we have been paying attention to Buddhist
•archaeology. Before turning to the Brahinanic and Hindu
monuments, it will be desirable to describe as briefly as
possible the various stages in the development of Indian
religious thought.
Until quite recently scholars—Max Miiller and Hunter
in particular—have held that the religious beliefs of the
primitive Aryan folk in India are recorded in that ancient
work, the Rig Veda. Prof. Rhys Davids, however, tells
us that " outside the schools of the priests the curious
and interesting beliefs had practically little or no effect."
" The Vedic thaumaturgy and theosophy had indeed
never been a popular faith, that is, as we know it. Both
its theological hypotheses and its practical magic (in the
ritual) show a stage very much advanced beyond the
simpler faith which they, in fact, pre-suppose."
1.	Animism.   The first stage of Indo-Aryan religion is a popular ani-
mism, far grosser than the superstitions of the Veda.   One of the oldest
deities of the non-Vedic pantheon for instance, is the goddess of luck, Siri or
Sri.   She -will be found sculptured as Sirima Devata, on one of the pillars of
Barahut railing.   On the rear of the northern gate of the Sanchi tope, there
is a panel representing her seated between two elephants who are pouring
water over her head.   At the present day she lives in modern Hinduism
at* Lakshmi, the consort, of Vishnu.  The Barahut; railings exhibit in full
detail the animistic superstitions of the people which failing, to conquer, or
reluctantly to attacks the more advanced teachers gave place to in their
systems. "The object was to reconcile the people to different ideas.   The
actual consequence was that the ideas of the people, thus  admitted, as it
were by the back door, filled the whole mansion, and the ideas it was hoped
they would accept were turned out into the desert; there ultimately to pass
away."   Hence on the Barahut railings we note the Nagar deities and
the Oarulas—half men and half birds, etc.
2.	Vediam.    (Vid = to know:    Veda = knowledge).     The   priestly
attempt to refine and, so to speak, to re-edict the popular beliefs in the

